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● Galaxy Surveys : understand galaxy formation and evolution
                         limitations at high-z

● Line Intensity Mapping (LIM) : study the large-scale structure of                 
                              the Universe up to high-z

Probes

Zavala+2021
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Line Intensity Mapping (LIM) data

LIM: aggregated emission of a spectral line from many unresolved galaxies

CO intensity map
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Interpreting LIM data

280 GHz
270 GHz

260 GHz
250 GHz

Obtain astro/cosmo
parameters

LIM data (cubes)

Disentangle the
spectral lines

Clean the observed maps/cubes

Denoising Remove
foregrounds
(continuum) -SFR

-Luminosity 
function

-Galaxy number 
density

-{Ωm, Ωb, ΩΛ,...}
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Foreground removal: Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB)
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Foreground removal: Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB)
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i: frequency  -  j: pixel position
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Foreground removal: Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB)

Bonjean+2024

i: frequency  -  j: pixel position

1) Code modification:
- Different number of components (4 vs 2)

- Different input (6 maps vs 180 maps)

2) Validity check for the MBB assumption
my simulation vs MBB
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Component separation: CO vs [CII]

“Blind source separation of single-channel mixtures via 
multi-encoder autoenconders” Webster & Lee 2024

Every cube slice (frequency channel) has different a 
spatial structure!


